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• Restrictive migration policies of  EU member 

states

• Thousands of  migrants stranded in the 

Western Balkans

• Reception capacities in Serbia exceeded their 

limits in winter 2016

• Temperatures dropped to -17





• Medical and mental health care

• Non-food items distribution

• Space heaters

• Shelter for most vulnerable













“Everything used to go to men, now 

nothing. Back in Syria and in 

many other countries, men are in 

the first place. Because he [a man] is 

the pillar of  the family. [In Europe] 

He is a leg of  the chair, because they 

prefer kids, then women, then dogs 

and then men.” 35, Syria 





“I drink [to cope]. If  I worry a lot, 

and I think a lot, I drink vodka. If  

not so much, I drink Tuborg

[beer].” 24, Iraq





“Here is another kind of  bomb blast. Here is my bomb blast [points on his 

head]. Because it scares your mind. It paralyzes your mind. Here. There is 

security, but such a situation paralyzes your mind. Because you can’t think 

about any improvement in your life, it’s a stressful situation. You don’t 

know, you are stuck in the middle, you know? You’re in the middle of  

nowhere. When you wake up in the morning, again, it’s happening to you. 

You don’t have a place to sleep, you don’t have proper food, you don’t have a 

house, you don’t have a room, you don’t have a shower, you don’t have a 

beautiful life. You can’t think like a normal citizen … You think … You 

don’t belong to this land. You don’t belong to this group of  people. You 

shouldn’t be here and it’s very tough ... And this, this really puts you in a 

very bad mood. You can’t even smile. Even if  you try, you can’t.” 22, 

Afghanistan 






